Filename
train,freight,bass fade away_HDT_01
train,freight,begins mid train,bridge clunks_HDT_02
train,freight,begins mid train,undulating hum and clacking
wheels_HDT_03
train,freight,begins mid-train,gradual pass,stop and idle_HDT_04

train,freight,pass by intense high squeaks_HDT_05
train,freight,pass by, doppler horn_HDT_06

train,freight,pass by,chugging hard on incline_HDT_07

train,freight,pass by,close,fast,tranquil car whooshes_HDT_08
train,freight,pass by,fast,humming low approach_HDT_09

train,freight,pass by,high droning screeches_HDT_10
train,freight,pass by,high squealing_HDT_11

train,freight,pass by,roaring car wheels_HDT_12
train,freight,pass by,rushing smooth railcars_HDT_13
train,freight,pass by,thunderous wheel resonance_HDT_14

train,freight,pass by,washing railcar whooshes_HDT_15

train,freight,three engine idle with air bursts,massive long
acceleration_HDT_16

Description
train,freight,bass fade away with insect sounds,distant air burst_HDT_01
train,freight,pass by,begins mid-train,rail bridge clunks,rear
engine pass_HDT_02
train,freight,begins mid train,long undulating hums,clacking
wheels,rear engine pass by and long fade away,signal bells_HDT_03
train,freight,begins mid-train,gradual pass and slow,pitch dropping with
speed,whisping squeaks,suspension groans,resonant screeches,rear
engine pass with air burst,second train stop and idle_HDT_04
train,freight,pass by,fast approach,fast close pass with two short
horn bursts,intense high squeaks_HDT_05
train,freight,pass by,distant horn,close horn,doppler horn,low soothing
railcar drones,clunking wheels,rear engine pass by with clicking air
bursts_HDT_06
train,freight,pass by,close by left to right no horn,engine chugging hard on
incline,high whining drones,mid range resonant hum,automobile
traffic,clacking wheels,rear engine by_HDT_07
train,freight,pass by,distant horn,close horn,close fast pass,tranquil
car whooshes,high whining squeaks,fading squeak_HDT_08
train,freight,pass by,humming low approach,fast by,no horn,heavy wheel
rattles on small bridge,high squeaks and resonant screeches,rear engine
by and fade away_HDT_09
train,freight,pass by,grain cars,distant horn,close fast pass,clacking
wheels,high droning screeches,rear engine pass_HDT_10
train,freight,pass by,distant long horn honks,close horn,fast pass high
squealing,rumbling wheel passes with whining drones,rear engine
pass_HDT_11
train,freight,pass by,signal bells,horn long,roaring car wheels,air burst
from rear engine_HDT_12
train,freight,pass by,distant horn approach,close horn,rushing
smooth railcars,light drone glissandos,signal crossing bells_HDT_13
train,freight,pass by,grain cars,long bass approach with crickets,close pass no
horn,rocking and skipping railcars,thunderous wheel resonance,rear engine
pass_HDT_14
train,freight,pass by,railroad crossing signal bells,distant horn,close horn
during pass,washing railcar whooshes,pulsating wheels,signal crossing
bells_HDT_15
train,freight,three engine idle with air bursts,2 horn honks,massive
accelleration bass thrumming with signal crossing bells,short horn
honks pulling away,clunking wheels,railcars accelerating long_HDT_16

Manufacturer
Union Pacific 6024 UP5118
Union Pacific 6024 UP5118

Duration
00:32.4
00:38.7

Union Pacific 5447 rear engine UP2668

03:27.9

Union Pacific 6024 UP5118

03:05.3

Union Pacific 4035 UP5128

01:20.9

Union Pacific 7639 UP7268 rear engine
UP6587

02:46.0

Union Pacific 5447 rear engine UP2668

03:33.2

Union Pacific 4035 UP5128

02:09.4

Union Pacific 9053 UP3875 rear engine
UP7216

02:21.3

Union Pacific 7740 UP5396 UP5782
UP9058 rear engine UP8606
Union Pacific 6024 UP5118

02:15.6

NA

01:25.0

Union Pacific 9053 UP3875 UP6677

01:23.1

Union Pacific 7740 UP5396 UP5782
UP9058 rear engine UP8606

02:12.9

BNSF4846 BNSF8172

03:09.6

Union Pacific 4189 UP4759 NS2716

05:44.9

01:59.4

